
 

Class (2) Periodical - I 
English Revision  

 
QI  Answer the following questions:-  
 Q1  . Where was Grandfather Frog resting? 

Ans:-  Grandfather Frog was resting near the smiling pool on a Lily pad.  

 Q2.   Did the Longlegs caught Grandfather Frog? 

 Ans:- No, the longlegs did not caught Grandfather Frog 

 Q3.   Who was a Billy? 

Ans:-  Billy was a naughty Monkey.  

 Q4.   What was Grandfather Frog doing  after breakfast? 

Ans:- Grandfather Frog was sleeping after having his breakfast.  

 Q5.   What did Billy like to do ? 

Ans:- Billy likes to play tricks on others.  

 Q6.   What does the boy have ? 

Ans:- The boy has a little shadow, which goes in and out with him. 

 Q7.   What happens to the shadow when it becomes too little? 

Ans:- When the shadow becomes too little, you cannot see it anymore.  

 Q8.   What does the shadow shoot up like? 

Ans:- The shadow shoots up like a rubber ball. 

 Q10.  What is the funniest thing about the boy’s shadow? 

Ans:- The funniest thing about the boy’s shadow is the way in which it grows. 

 Q11. Are the shadows always in the same size? 

Ans:- No, the shadows are not always in the same size. 

 Q12. Can we see our shadow? 

Ans:- Yes, we can see our shadow. 

 

QII. Write the meaning of the given words:- ( look from the book & CW copy ) 

1. Like             2.  Banks        3.  Warned           4. Shoots up         5. Nodded  

   6.   Lily pad     7. Brook          8. Mischief           9. Scare                 10. Yawned 

   11. None of him at all  

 



 

QIII. Fill in the blanks:-  

1. Monkey was a naughty monkey.  

2. Jerry Turtle and Grandfather Frog were friends. 

3. Billy went to the Laughing brook. 

4. Jerry knew that Billy was up to some mischief. 

5. The boy has a little shadow. 

6. The shadow is always the same size.  

 

QIV. Change words from the singular form  to the plural forms:- 

1. Mosquito   -   Mosquitoes 

2. Switch         -  Switches 

3. Branch        -  Branches 

4. Train        -  Trains 

5. Bush        -   Bushes 

6.  Zero        -   Zeroes     

7. Church          -   Churches 

8. Carrot            -  Carrots 

9. House        -   Houses 

10. Tomato         -   Tomatoes 


